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About This Content

The LNER Peppercorn K1 locomotives were built between 1949 and 1950, with the intention of splitting them between the
North Eastern and Eastern Regions. Many K1s would regularly be seen as far north as Edinburgh and they were frequently used

on the West Highland line in the early days. Many were later allocated to the Eastern Region with a large number going to
March, Cambridgeshire. K1's were used throughout the former LNER network and proved to be very versatile, working

everything from local coal trains to express passenger services.

The K1’s were withdrawn and scrapped by 1967: however, No. 62005 was used for a short time as an emergency boiler and
consequently survived into preservation. It has become very popular on main line rail tours especially on the West Highland

Line to Mallaig and has also sported the un-prototypical, but very fetching, LNER Green Lined livery as No. 2005.

Scenarios

Eight scenarios for the Weardale & Teesdale Network Route

 Back In Service

 Coal to Penrith

 March Surprise
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 Passenger Duties

 Pea Souper

 West Durham Rail Tour

 Bricks Without Straw

 April Showers

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features:

 Simple, Standard and Advanced driving modes, with Xbox controller support (SIMPLE AND STANDARD MODES
ONLY)

Peppercorn BR Class K1 Locomotive and Tender in 3 authentic liveries: BR Lined Black (BR lettering and pre and post
1956 logos), BR Lined Black - Worn (BR lettering and pre and post 1956 logos), LNER Green Lined livery
(Preservation era)

 All 70 members of the class with correct shed codes, logos and fittings

 3 optional headboards for rail tours

 Custom sound sets inside and out recorded from the remaining K1

 Realistic cab with multiple views including head out and a fully modelled firebox and coal level

 Custom, realistic wheel slip physics and effects with auto detection of weather conditions (ADVANCED MODE
ONLY)

 Simulated steam chest (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Cylinder cock management (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Boiler management with priming damage possible (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Realistic injector control (ADVANCED MODE ONLY)

 Improved dynamic steam and smoke colour and quantity

 Realistic boiler water gauges effected by gradient, acceleration and speed and with blow down test

 Visual priming effect from chimney when overfilling the boiler

 Dynamic lamp setting on both locomotive and tender

 British Railways (ex-LNER) rolling stock: Double 13 ton bolster wagons with 4 steel loads, Single 13 ton bolster wagon,
Ex-LNER Gas Tank wagons, BR Palbrick brick carrying wagons (can be loaded or empty), BR 22 ton Plate wagons, BR
Trestle AA wagons, Ex-LNER/Private Owner Mineral wagons, Ex-Private Owner worn livery - Coal, 7 plank wagons,
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Ex-Private Owner worn liveries – Coal
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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This looks really cool and I cannot wait for the completed game; however how the hell do I start a mission? There are no
obvious key options??? I will give a better review when there is something other than listening to the in game music to do!!

  UPDATE

I now know how to move, the game uses the RIGHT mouse button to issue commands something that is alien to me as right is
always used for going forward!

This game is now so much fun to play even in its infancy as it is now!. Really didn't know I would have this much enjoyment,
and all for about 50¢
Escape the level by using portals to move around, activate switches, destroy obstacles and just generally feel boss.
Comes with a "deep plot" - the philosophical ramblings of the protagonist and her trusty portal-ball-dude.
Also comes with a "shallow plot" - in the guise of a meaningless, lewd gallery you can unlock (or hide if you don't want it).

Recommended for anyone who likes a decent puzzle platformer. I'm about halfway through at the time of this writing, and
having fun.. Probably the best IDE I have used...very nice.. Really enjoyable game! the hookshot/grappling mechanic is really
fun to use, the stage are varied, there are many clever use of your ability, especially during boss fights, the mood is colorful and
lively, it sounds well, it looks well, it play well. I had a blast playing it until the very end. Highly recommended! ^^. One of many
games that seem like something I could get into if more people played it. also playing the instant matches it seems like it's hard
to know whats going on. it was hard tell what was going on, i wasnt even sure that anyone else was in the match.
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By the same makes of Crazy Plant Shop, Reach for the Sun is a casual game where you learn some basic science in a
lighthearted way. Those who complain it is limited are missing the fact that it is just trying to hammer home the couple very
basic concepts.

Saying that, the game is more clicking than learning and I think Crazy Plant Shop is a superior game in terms of letting the
player have some time to absorb the knowledge (as limited as it may be). I think both games would be an interesting diversion
for a child, or an adult who wants to play something casual.. good lil game. Recommend to try. If you don't like it refund. It's
pretty neat having to balance pollution with trees, but very tedious afking when you finish building all you can.. because its fun
to make and grow your own plant. i got this game when it first came out XD
i got to scared to continue. This game was great! It's a solid adventure chapter; and while harkening to classic text-parser titles, it
has a vastly improved parser and an autosave system that make it very convienant. I highly recommend you pick it up, the price
being asked is not equivalent to the quality and enjoyment you'll receive playing this game. It is a gem.. Main attraction for me
has to be the look of the game, its cute, and you can customise your units. There's building, exploration, resource management
and some planning to do which if you want to chill can be done in a sandbox where you won't be attacked unless you want to.
That's pretty much what have done with the game.

There's a nice touch where you can put your characters on Auto and let the game run itself.

The game has faults though. Although you can build walls I really couldn't work out how to link sections of wall. The resource
management is painful, you progress through ages and need different resources in each, well that has a limited appeal and only
really serves to make the game drag on. The Campaign game chugs on a bit and you barely need to concentrate to win, right up
to a level where the game just goes demented and it really is a challenge to get through, at which I stopped playing. To get a
perfect game you need to get past the very hard Campaign level and grind for some level achievements and kills. Well I'm not
going to bother as it'll take too long.

Its a good game, massive amount of work has gone into it and really like the visuals and theme. I sort of like it, but the
Achievements difficulty and the Campaign game can be really annoying.. Doesn't run. Not even in Windows 7, which is listed as
compatible on the product page.

None of the workarounds from the forums have any effect, except the one about deleting/renaming libpandadx9.dll, but then
you get no video in the game and have no idea what's happening in the story.

This is probably a good game, but it's been put on Steam by a garbage publisher in a 100% defective, non-working state. So it's
basically a scam. It's really sad that Steam allows people to sell non-working games on their platform :-/

Stay away and keep your money.. Allowed me to send in endless waves of soldiers as cannon fodder.
Since there are no WW1 games this one is an good alternative with the right mod.
9/10 love this strategy game and the AI is not the dumbest.. Great documentary! enjoyed watching it
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